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Your complete guide to electrical system troubleshooting, repair, maintenance and rewiring. Clear
step-by-step instructions and hundreds of photos show you how to do a professional job yourself.
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I have been a backyard mechanic for about 10 years. The last 3 years, I have gotten much more
serious by expnading my knowledge, tools, supplies and work load. During all this expansion, I
promised myself I would learn electronics and really start getting serious with the subject. Every
method I tried to learn electronics, I just couldnt grasp the advanced (useful) concepts. I tried
several online courses, on the job training, other electrical manuals, pretty much everything. I found
this book at my local library and it seemed like it would cover everything I wanted to learn. Within
three days, I had everything I wanted to know practically memorized. The fourth day I spent about
$100 in tools and supplies so I could practice what I learned. I have read this book front to back and
already fixed several problems in my car and home. I just cant say enough good about this book.
Not only is it well written and easy to understand, the topics go in order and have excellent pictures
to match. I will return the library book and get one for myself. The only thing I can say negatively
about this book is that the publish date is about 15 years old. Not much has changed since then,
especially the basic concepts the book teaches. Overall, If you need to learn how to understand,
troubleshoot, overhaul, or replace anything electronic that is automotive based; this book is for you!

This book is fantastic in explaining how to find and fix a problem with a cars electrical system. Tells
you what tools to use, how to use them, and how to go about making repairs. This book is a must
for any weekend mechanic who gets anxious at the thought of working on electircal problems.

I chose 4 stars because I have used Haynes manuals before (Saab 9-3), and I knew that it would
contain enough information for me to get stuff done myself, and not have to pay someone exorbitant
amounts of $ to do simple/intermediate/slightly advanced things... but not 5 stars because Haynes
manuals fall short of perfection. What they need are bigger/better pictures/diagrams for some
things, and more succinct explanations of some tasks. The wording is sometimes confusing, but
then, they are a British based company, so that's kind of expected too.Likes:Tool descriptions and
pictures (however low contrast they are, they are still helpful)"crash course" in electrical
theory***DIAGNOSIS STEPS***

I stopped working on cars in "79", but after seeing prices garages are charging for simple repairs, I
ordered this electrical manual to try and learn the new way of car wiring systems. It is a great
manual for learning all about your vehicles electrical system. From the back up alarm to the fog
lights and all and everything in between! Shows pictures, diagrams, how to do's, and web sites if
you are having a problem understanding. Goes from basics of wiring to technician type wiring. All
understandable!

This is a good, fairly comprehensive book on basic automotive wiring. It gives enough information
that you can proceed without always having a schematic or a step by step, connect the dots,
diagram. Well worth the cost.

I never tried to pull apart the wires under the hood of my car or work on anything electrical. It was a
mystery to me what happened there but with the help of this great book from Haynes my truck is no
longer under 'voodoo magic' fit only for the high priced wizards at the Ford shop! I would still take
one of those very hard to understand problems that pop up then go away. I can't even start to
understand them even the tech at my local Ford dealer ship has trouble with it, but this is a great
book and helped to get me there. I know what he is taking about because I had my hand on it as
well. I recommend this book.

This is a must have in my opinion if you own a car, it's general information covers everything you
must know about anything that goes wrong in older vehicles before they started putting a bunch of
sensors and computers inside of vehicles. Definitely Recommend

If you have no clue whatsoever about electricity and cars then this book will be a first step to
understanding. I bought this book years ago when there were not that many books on the subject
available but since then far better books have come on the market and if you can only afford one or
just want to buy one book then I suggest tracy martins book. I hope I dont give the impression that
this is a bad book, it isnt, the problem is it is neither good or bad its just a simple overview.
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